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Abstract: To increase public awareness of nanoparticles' many applications. In biological and medical 

sciences alike, nanoparticle production and the study of their dimensions nd characteristics are crucial. 

Thus, knowledge of nanoparticles and their uses is essential. Particulate delivery systems have drawn a lot 

of attention from researchers over the past few decades. As a result, the physical methods of using 

particulate systems, such as nanoparticles, have been used to alter and enhance the pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic aspects of numerous kinds of pharmacological molecules. To spread information about 

nanoparticles and their applications in industry and medicine. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nanotechnology is related to things that are smaller than a nanometer1. Cells are the basic unit of life. Yet, these cell 

components are quite small the main focus of nanotechnology is the creation, characterization, and design of Nano 

scale particles. Nanoparticles are essentially tiny objects that function as a single entity based on their attributes and 

modes of travel. Fine and ultrafine particles range in size from 100 to 2500 nm and 1 to 100 nm, respectively. [1-5] 

Moreover, they may be created to enhance the therapeutic and pharmacological benefits of the drugs. They also have a 

large surface area, which makes it possible for numerous functional groups to cling to them and bind to tumor cells [6]. 

They have shown to be a great alternative to chemotherapy and radiation since they can quickly assemble in the 

tumor's microenvironment. Many Nanos sized particles, including metals, semiconductors, and polymeric ones, have 

been produced recently and are used in molecular imaging and particulate delivery systems. Chitosan’s, [7-11] silica 

nanoparticles, micelles, and polyethleneimine liposomes all contribute to drug delivery with the least amount of side 

effects. They have also been used as cancer prevention tools [12]. Hence, nanotechnology primarily focuses on the 

creation of synthetic proteins, enzymes, and cells. In this review, we go through nanoparticle synthesis, types, uses, 

benefits, and drawbacks. [13-15] 

 

II. HYBRIDIZATION OF NANOPARTICLES 

They are created either chemically or biologically. Due to the presence of several toxic compounds absorbed on the 

surface, the chemical manufacturing process was linked to numerous negative effects. Microorganisms, enzymes, 

fungi, plants, or plant extracts are all used in the biological synthesis process. Materials like proteins, polysaccharides, 

and synthetic polymers can be used to make them. Furthermore, the extracellular creation of nanoparticles in fungi is 

caused by the presence of large secretory parts. The size of the nanoparticles, the inherent properties of the drug, its 

solubility and stability in water, charge, permeability, biodegradability, biocompatibility, toxicity, drug release, and 

antigenicity of the finished product are just a few of the variables that affect the choice of the matrix material’[16-18] 

 

III. NANOPARTICLE TYPES 

Nanoparticles of Silver 

Silver ions are reduced by ethanol at 800 to 1000 degrees Celsius under ambient conditions to produce silver 

nanoparticles. These are the kind of nanoparticles that are most frequently employed. They are employed in the textile 

industry for water purification and sunscreen creams because of their potent antibacterial effectiveness. Research has 
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shown that plants like Azadirachta indica, Capsicum annuum, and Carica papaya are capable of producing beneficial 

amounts of silver nanoparticles through biosynthesis.[19] 

  

Nanoparticles of Gold 

Gold nanoparticles are created through a liquid chemical process called chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) reduction. They are 

used to detect protein interactions and conduct immunochemical research. They are also employed to identify 

aminoglycoside drugs like grentamycin, streptomycin, and neomycin, as well as DNA in a fingerprint sample. Gold 

nanorods can also identify several bacterial types and cancer stem cells.[20] 

 

Nanoparticles of Copper 

A novel technique for producing copper nanoparticles under microwave irradiation is the reduction of copper sulphate 

with hydrazine in ethylene glycol. The concentration of polyvinylpyrrolidone has a significant impact on the size of 

copper nanoparticles, and higher concentrations result in particles with smaller dimensions. Basically, their size ranges 

from 1 to 100 nanometers. They can be used with electrochemical and biosensors [21] 

 

IV. NANOPARTICLES APPLICATIONS: IN DRUGS DELIVERY 

 First, high stability, large carrier capacity, ease of accommodating both hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds, and 

multiple modes of administration, including oral application and inhalation, are the most notable benefits of 

nanoparticles utilized on drug carriers. Several medications cannot survive the first pass of metabolism. This can be 

overcome by altering the nanoparticles, which also enable regulated sustained drug release from the matrix. These 

characteristics can increase the drug's absorption and therefore reduce using frequency37. Nanometer sized quantum 

dots are tiny semiconductor particles. These manmade atoms with distinct electronic states are also known by that 

name.  

They emit light with varying frequencies when exposed to light or electricity. By varying the dots' sizes, shapes, and 

materials, these frequencies can be changed, resulting in a variety of applications. ZnO Quantum dots are the most 

sophisticated form of quantum dots technology used in anticancer medication therapy. The key to this method is that 

the anticancer drugs are packed into the quantum dots, which are then enclosed in biocompatible polymers. One of the 

key uses of quantum dots technology is in the delivery of medications that target specific tumors. Verdun et al. 

demonstrated that doxorubicin concentrations in the liver, spleen, and lungs were higher in mice treated with iso hexyl 

cyanoacrylate Nano spheres integrated with doxorubicin than in animals treated with free doxorubicin41. The biggest 

problem with employing nanoparticles to target tumors is that the liver and spleen's mononuclear phagocytic systems 

hinder the uptake of the particles. The bio distribution and pharmacokinetics of a cyclic doxorubicin-nanoparticle 

formulation in tumor-bearing mice were used by Bobby et al. to establish this. [23-25] 

These nanoparticles have been altered to serve as delivery systems for a variety of therapeutic medications, including 

drug conjugates with powerful anticancer properties, layered double hydroxides, and liposomal nanoparticles4246. 

Drug administration to the brain and central nervous system is more challenging, but nanoparticles can get around 

these challenges, increasing the likelihood of successful medication delivery in the brain.[26] 

 

FOR FOOD 

Encapsulation and emulsion creation, food contact materials, and sensor development are the main applications of 

nanotechnology in the food industry. Nano food is a concept that Garber uses to describe the cultivation, production, 

packing, and processing of food utilizing nanoparticles. Applications of nonfood have been identified by FSAI, 

including sensory enhancements (flavor, color, and texture modification), increased absorption, targeted delivery of 

nutrition bioactive compounds, stabilization of active ingredients like nutraceuticals in food sources, packaging and 

product improvement to increase shelf life, and sensors for food. Antimicrobials and food safety to eliminate harmful 

microbes. Hybrid nanoparticles called bionanocomposites have improved mechanical, thermal, and gas properties. 

They help extend the shelf life of food by being used in packaging. As a result, there will be less reliance on plastic for 

packaging, which is environmentally benign. Zein, a prolamin and a significant portion of corn protein, serves as an 

illustration.  
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Zein can be dissolved in ethanol or acetone to create a biodegradable seen film with increased tensile and water barrier 

properties49. Omega3 fatty acids are added to white bread in Australia using Nano capsules. In Asia, work is being 

done to create nontoxic Nano scale pesticides that will interfere with weed seeds' seed coats and hinder germination. 

Hence, the use of nanotechnology in food is expanding quickly and touches every link in the food chain. [27-29] 

 

MEDICAL 

Nano medicine supports improved illness diagnosis, early detection, and preventative strategies. The development of 

nanotechnology has made gene sequencing easier, for example, by creating gold nanoparticles. When attached to the 

short DNA segments, they are also employed to detect genetic sequences. Nanotechnology can be used to replicate or 

mend damaged tissue. Nanotechnology has the potential to revolutionize prosthetic implantation and organ 

transplantation. It has been demonstrated that stem cells can be successfully isolated and grouped using magnetic 

nanoparticles. On the other hand, quantum dots have been employed for molecular imaging, stem cell tracing, etc. By 

using specially created nanoparticles, stem cell growth and differentiation may be controlled51.  

The Central Nervous System's regeneration and neuroprotection is a further advantage of nanotechnology. One of the 

most well-known neurodegenerative diseases is Parkinson's disease. A great way to lessen the negative effects of 

Parkinson's disease treatment on the periphery is to use an intracranial Nano-enabled scaffold device (NESD) for site-

specific dopamine delivery to the brain. The activation of signalling cues for controlled axon growth and the use of 

peptides and peptide nanoparticles as innovative treatments for diverse CNS illnesses are examples of unique 

approaches.  

Also, they can restore injured neurons to full functionality in order to protect the brain and facilitate the passage of 

chemicals and drugs across the blood brain barrier. Alzheimer sufferers' brains are the primary locations of amyloid 

beta plaques. Due to their great affinity for these plaques, these nanoparticles may suppress them, thereby alleviating 

the symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. An infectious disease that is fatal is tuberculosis. Recent advancements in Nano 

based drug delivery technologies for the encapsulation and release of antiTB drugs52 have allowed for more effective 

and cost-efficient TB pharmacotherapy. Due to their exceptional luster retention and polish ability, Nano filled 

composite resin materials offer effective wear resistance, toughness, and great aesthetic values on par with operative 

dentistry. The use of spherical silicon dioxide Nano fillers in active dentistry offers the potential to change the amount 

of inorganic phase present. These Nano composites have excellent elasticity, low polymerization shrinkage, high bend 

strength, and extreme hardness. Treatment of oxidative stress, intraocular pressure measurement, therapy of choroid 

new vessels, avoidance of scar formation following glaucoma surgery, prosthetics, and other uses for nanotechnology 

in ophthalmology are a few examples. In recent years, nanotechnology dispersed eye ointment (NDEO) has been used 

to treat severe evaporative dry eye.  

According to histological analysis, NDEO seems to have restored the normal corneal and conjunctiva morphology. 

Using zinc oxide nanoparticles can reduce antibiotic resistance, improving the antibacterial effectiveness of 

ciprofloxacin against pathogens. This is the result of these Nano particles interacting with the proteins that cause 

antibiotic resistance by blocking the release of histamine from mast cells into the blood and tissues, the Nano device 

Bucky balls can alter the immune response. Nano pharmaceuticals reduce the amount of hazardous systemic side 

effects, which improves patient compliance. They are essential in identifying the failure of conventional treatments that 

target active molecules at specific sites. Thrombolytic medicines based on nanoparticles have the ability to hasten the 

clot removing impact. In Nano dentistry, therapeutic options include using nanotechnology to denaturalize teeth, find a 

long-term cure for hypersensitivity, realign all of the teeth's orthodontics, etc. Nano robots under the supervision of a 

computer enable the removal of microorganisms that cause dental caries and the repair of tooth defects where decay 

has lodged. [30-35] 

 

V. NANOTECHNOLOGY LIMITATIONS 

The nanoparticles' potential for being undetectable after being released into the environment is a significant 

disadvantage, which can pose issues if remediation is required. In order to find nanoparticles in the environment, 

analytical techniques must be developed.  
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The link between surface area and chemistry and the operation and toxicity of nanoparticles requires sufficient 

knowledge. Novel nanoparticles also present a danger of exposure during production or use. Thus, thorough risk 

evaluations must be taken into account. An effective method for recycling and recovery is required when the rare 

material must be used for the creation of nanoparticles. As a result, more research is needed to close the vast 

information gap in the field of nontoxicity because doing so will help to enhance risk assessment. [36-41] 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Recent developments in nanotechnology have transformed physiologically active molecules that are unstable, poorly 

soluble, and poorly absorbed into potential medications that can be delivered.  Information technology, cognitive 

science, and biotechnology are all undergoing rapid development thanks to nanotechnology's ability to manipulate 

matter at the tiniest scales.  Nanotechnology research studies are important for every element of human life. 
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